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Henritze/Fergus: Dynamic Duo

 New lease at the Gold Bldg brings the project to 98% leased

 4,241 SF lease represents 6% of the building

 MF: “As employment in Cobb County continues to boom, we are confident 
that this building will offer the connectivity, convenience, and work-life blend 
that tenants have come to expect.”          



WeWork

 Signs lease to occupy 118K SF in the new West Midtown project The 
Interlock

 Also signed a 67K SF lease at Coda

 WeWork targeting a goal of 15-20 locations in Atlanta by the end of 2020, 
making Atlanta WeWork’s largest market in the Southeast

 WeWork currently occupies 185K SF across Atlanta. With Interlock/Coda, 
WeWork will double its footprint and represent 0.5% of the Atlanta CBD 
markets inventory

 By contrast, WeWork now occupies 5.2M SF in NYC, which is 1.2% of the 
market, and makes WeWork the largest tenant in NYC



C&W Teams up with PropTech Accelerator
 C&W has partnered with Plug and Play, which overseers industry specific 
accelerator programs

 As a founding partner, C&W will work with Plug and Play startups to place bets 
with early stage PropTech companies, later-stage tech investments, and thought 
leaders in both CRE and technology

 CBRE, Colliers, JLL, and Newmark have all been heating up their investment in 
tech infrastructures recently

• Last summer, JLL actually launched a $100M global venture fund to invest in 
burgeoning tech companies



Atlanta considered ‘elite market’ in Tech Talent 
Hotspots report

 Atlanta highlighted among the nation’s hottest markets to find tech talent in 
a report by Forrester Research

 Report identifies 15 cities that offer “unique value propositions” to firms in 
the market for tech talent

 Three catergories: elite markets, value markets, and high-growth markets

 Elite markets “exist for businesses willing to pay top dollar for talent.” SF Bay 
area leads the lust of elite markets, followed by New York City, Washington 
DC, Seattle, and Atlanta

 Atlanta now dubbed the “tech capital of the South”



U.S. Apartment Development to Peak Just as 
More Renter Look to Own
 Developers are building 660,000 new apartments nationwide, about 4% of 
existing stock

 Expected to finish 500,000 of those over the next 18 months, after which 
deliveries are expected to slow

 This wave comes after the national market has already a nearly 20% increase in 
apartments since 2012

 Costar’s forecast of “the most likely scenario” shows supply outstripping demand 
nationwide by mid-2019, and that phenomenon continuing for the next 5 years

 To compound the oversupply issue, homeownership which plummeted during the 
last recession is picking up again: homeownership has increased in each of the past 
9 quarters

 For every 1 percent change in homeownership, 800,000 renters become owners



Construction Cost Dynamics
 Construction costs in Atlanta rose an average of 2.8%/year from 1970-2004

 Since 2004, construction costs have increased by a yearly average of 5.2%

 Three primary ingredients involved in cost increases: raw materials cost, new 
municipal regulations, and labor

 Labor is a huge factor, in Atlanta especially: 24% rise in construction pay since 
2010, resulting from shortage in skilled labor

 One potential consequence: increased likelihood of tenants renewing in place, 
in the face of $100+ build-out cost for new space


